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Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ___________________
Zip ______________________

Phone—Day (_____) ________________
Evening (_____) _____________________
E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________
ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

PAYMENT METHOD:

❑ MasterCard

❑

Visa

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

❑

Check / Money Order

Amount Enclosed $ ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Card Account Number

Expiration Date: _______ _______ CVN Code: ______
Month

Year

_______________________________________________________________
Customer Signature
All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.
Domestic Insurance Policy:
SHIPPING CHANGES: Minimum Ship
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our Charge
premises. We, therefore, suggest you insure your
$
0.00 to $ 50.00 ....................... $5.00
order. Insurance fees are as follows:
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $7.50
$
0.01 to $ 50.00 ......................... $0.75 $ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $10.00
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
Over $200.00 ....................... $12.50
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50 Important Note: The above charges will apply
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60 on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40 to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20 dimensions and weights (including but not limited
Maximum Liability $600.00
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
**Prices subject to change without notice.** shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
phrase “minimum ship charge” is included in the
copy and or prices.
above tiers.
Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst). We’re happy to help you with your orders. We look forward to talking with you.
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Notorious Roscoe Presents...
EYE-Gore
Notorious Roscoe’s “Sure-Grip” Skulls for the
three-shell game. Goth, Halloween, Pirates,
Steampunk, Vampires, Wizards, Zombies...
Macabre drama and humor with sport’s car
handling.
Big, gruesome and nimble. The perfect peas
are his comically dead eyeballs and his noseramped oral cavity serves as a display chamber
for an “accidental” hands-off sucker flash.
Chanin dip, notch, nose ramp, hemispherical
sure-grip geometry and two white perfect peas
for your best-ever shell game—with SKULLS!
High-density synthetic resin for a great, hefty feel and a durable
lifetime of use. Plush drawstring carry bag and instructions for
your first routine included.

Introductory Price...$50

Marie Antionette
Notorious Roscoe’s “Sure-Grip” Skulls for the
three-shell game. Goth, Halloween, Pirates,
Steampunk, Vampires, Wizards, Zombies...
Macabre drama and humor with sport’s car
handling.
Mystical, mysterious and morbid. Raised
designs all around for dramatic effect and even
more secure grasp.
These are a dramatic
and easy-to-carry act
in your pocket. Chanin dip, notch, nose ramp,
hemispherical sure-grip geometry and two white perfect
peas for your best-ever shell game—with SKULLS! Highdensity synthetic resin for a great, hefty feel and a durable
lifetime of use. Plush drawstring carry bag and instructions
for your first routine included.

Introductory Price...$45

These quality shells will be available by September 1, 2014!
Pre-Order yours to get the Introductory Prices!
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House Of Magic Presents...
Air Levitation

Complete Sell Out at IBM/SAM!

Please note each and every one of these
is hand-assembled by Buma. This is not
something that is produced in any
quantity or imported. When watching the
video demo—focus on when the nonlevitating bill is passed completely under
the levitating bill—in a side to side motion!
That’s what makes this very special!
What the audience sees: Two
unprepared bills are borrowed form a
spectator. One of the bills is laid on the
magicians’ palm. At the magician’s
command, the bill slowly and mysteriously
rise’s above the per for mers open
outstretched hand. The second borrowed
bill is now passed from left to right
completely under the levitating bill,
allowing for the second borrowed bill to
be seen to completely pass under the
levitating bill, from it’s far left side all the
way to it’s right side with no visible
support of the levitating bill! The second borrowed bill may also be slid completely
under the levitating bill, “front to back” with no visible support of the levitating bill!
The two borrowed bills are now folded to show they have contained no secret
appliance used to accomplish this eye popping illusion and returned to there owners.
The performers hands are seen to be completely empty!
Just as in all of Buma’s outside the box effects this effect is conceived, designed
and expertly crafted completely from the ground up. The only thing cooler than
the illusion itself is the diabolical method and gaff. The method is innovative, and
unlike any other on the market. This new gaff has never been utilized in completed
form in close-up magic. Does what no other previous bill levitations could do.
Guaranteed to be the most innovative method available.
Benefits: A visual levitation unlike any other. Completely original in design and
execution. Easy and fast to learn and master, no sleights. Uses no invisible thread
or Finn Jon style loops. The gaff is completely invisible to the audience before,
during and after performance. Uses unprepared and borrowed bills or similar objects.
For right or left hand performance. Fits in your shirt pocket. Always ready to
perform. Great for walk around, trade show and general close up performance.
Comes complete with easy to follow, photo illustrated instructions. Magnetic ditch
and retrieve capabilities. Handmade one at a time by Buma himself with innovative
materials. Utilizes no sleeve work, may be performed shirtless.

49.50

$
4
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Micro-Magic By Buma
Living Ankh

Presented by House of Magic...The
performer introduces a small carved Jade
Ankh, lightly embellished with precious
stones. Upon being freely handled by the
audience, it is left placed in the open upward
facing flat palm of a spectator.
With nothing more then some flourishes with
one or both of the performers hands the
reason for the Living Ankh’s name
becomes apparent, as it begins to stir to life
in the spectators palm, for it is now actually
seen to be slightly thrashings to and fro, only
to suddenly give way to a startling gyration
that will leave the spectator and the observing
audience speechless and totally baffled.
With a final flourish of the performer’s hand the Living Ankh is seen once again
to be lying lifeless upon the open outstretched palm of the spectator. (At no time
before, during or after the performance is there ever any physical connection
between the Living Ankh and the performer.)
Additional effects may also be performed: The Ankh Knows! The Vanishing
Ankh! The Aquatic Ankh! The dematerialized Ankh! (Details available on
the website!)
The Living Ankh is under your direct control at all times. Totally examinable at all
times. Impromptu, always ready for performance, requires no set up. Fits in your
shirt pocket, may be worn as a pendant.
Hand Crafted by BUMA for maximum performance, produced in limited numbers
assuring true uniqueness and originality in your performances.
You receive: A hand decorated and hand cast Living
Ankh that measures 1.75-inches in length by 1.25inches in width by 1/2-inch thickness. Features two
hand inset decorative crystals—one at the base of
the Living Ankh, the second centered on one side
of the Living Ankh’s body. The Living Ankh’s
body is hand cast to resemble natural Jade.
In addition you receive Buma’s secret custom crafted
gimmick that may be utilized solo in your own routined
effects and magic presentations. Completely routined
by BUMA with photo illustrated instruction’s for
multiple presentations.

125

$
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Rocky Clements—Brand New
Final Answer
Parlor
Many people have been
asking for a smaller version
of the stage size Final
Answer, so they could take
this amazing prop into
more intimate and smaller
venues. Rocky has been
working this and he has
done it! Not only is it
available, but he has made
a subtle yet, dynamic
change by removing the wood panel that covers the prediction door so it can just
be casually covered up with paper (and thus less contraption looking). This subtle
change really makes it seem more instantaneous!
Imagine a prediction board you can count on, allowing you to concentrate solely
on the presentation and allowing the product to work the magic for you! After
many years Rocky is finally offering the magic community one of his most powerful
effects—what he calls the “Ultimate Final Answer” in Prediction Boards. That
time is now!
It goes like this…The audience is asked to develop a story with the details recorded
on a single chalkboard, in colored chalk by the magician. Immediately after, the
magician opens the upper door to reveal that his prediction, written in white
chalk, matches perfectly with the spectators freely chosen words. This is an entirely
unique principle that eliminates the drawbacks of every of prop of this nature.
No Force. No Double Writing. No Assistants. No Electronics. No “one ahead”.
No “loading” the prediction from tables or envelopes, etc. Just write the spectator’s
answers and the magic is done! The most direct and straightforward principle
possible. There is NO other effect in the world that can meet these standards!
Dimensions 18-inches tall X 12-inches wide x by 1/5-inch thick.
The original method used was first applied by David Howarth and Ken
Brooke on a small slate they marketed many years ago. This item comes
with detailed tips and instructions teaching you how to maximize the impact of
this amazing device, directly from professional performer Rocky Clements who
uses this very effect in his act. Due to demand, please note this product
may have a 2 week lead time.

Introductory Price...$395
Stage Size Available As Well! $850

6
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Brand New From Jay Mattioli

Muscle Maker
The performer begins by explaining to the audience, that as a magician, one
doesn’t have to go to the gym to get big time muscles. He then shows the audience
a rectangular machine bearing the words “MUSCLE MAKER” on the front. The
magician places his entire forearm in the device and turns the machine on. A
green light comes on along with the sound of a machine being activated. After a
few seconds the magician removes his arm from the machine, revealing that his
forearm has grown more than double in muscle size (think Popeye arms).
After a few moments of strutting his newly stacked arm, the magician reveals that
its just a fake muscular sleeve over his real arm. Attempting to try again for real,
the magician places his arm in the machine again and turns it on. This time, the
machine starts emitting smoke from the side, then a flash of fire, followed by a
piercing alarm and a flashing light. During the chaos, the word “MAKER” falls off
the front revealing it now to read “MUSCLE REDUCER”. The magician franticly
shuts the machine completely off and opens the doors of the unit revealing the
middle section of his forearm has completely vanished! The audience can see
clear through the front and out the back of the machine!
In an effort to recover, the magician produces a laminated covering over the word
“REDUCER” making the front of the machine now read “MUSCLE FIXER”. For
the last time, the magician turns the unit on and after a few seconds, he removes
his arm showing that it has returned back to normal size!
No box sitting on a box, on a box like similar illusions. Special micro smoke
machine creates a harmless, odorless vapor. Eight Alkaline AA batteries power
the unit for many performances. Includes Muscle Maker machine, sweat bands,
muscle forearm, signage, all electronics, smoke juice, instructional DVD and custom
padded poly fiber road case measuring approximately 21 x 14 x 14 inches.

1399

$
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Precision Effects
P&L

Die Box
A classic from the past!
Don’t pass this on up! It’s
a beauty! A true collectible
and performable as well!
The first in a series of P&L
items for 2014. P&L Die
Boxes were produced in the late
1920’s in a very limited
production. Today they are sought
after and difficult to obtain. Nearly
90 years later, we are once again
issuing a limited number of our
P&L Style Die Box. These are
handcrafted out of walnut with all brass hardware. Less than two dozen of these
will be sold. Each box is hallmarked P&L.

Limited Quantities, Special Price....$375

Dr. Paul & Bill Montana’s

Triple Rang

A close-up version of a classic improved! Why
the illusion is greater when three boomerangs
are used compared with two!
Three wooden boomerangs are displayed, not
just two. The boomerangs are laid out one the
table and a spectator is asked to tell the performer
which is the larger of the three. After the
spectator points out this larger boomerang the
performer picks it up and ask the spectator to
point to one of the two smaller boomerangs left
on the table. After this boomerang has been
selected the performer touches the larger
boomerang to the one selected by the spectator and then picks it up and sets down
the one he or she was first holding in its place. The second boomerang that the
spectator picked is now placed where the larger boomerang was. To everyone’s
surprise the large boomerang has now become a bit smaller and the one the
spectator selected has become larger. At this point the performer mixes up the
boomerangs and asks the spectator to pick up any two of the three and hand these
two to the performer. Where the performer shows them to be the same size. At
this point the performer ask the spectator which would you like to be larger and
which would you like to be smaller. For more details please see website!

20

$
8
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Appearances Are Deceptive
Magic Latex’s

Appearing
Baseball Bat
Magic Latex hits Strikes again! This
time with it’s baseball bat! It seems fitting
that this item was introduced to us in the
Summer! It’s Baseball Time Baby! Now you
can do it every time your perform. For
many reasons, but one is that Felix is a
FULL TIME professional performer so he
has the opportunity to test out these items
and see their impact. This is like magic
research and development. Thanks for your
support of Magic Latex Products and
creativity!
One of the most successful products from the Magic Latex line is their appearing
shovel—and for good reason. This new Appearing Baseball Bat is going to
give it good competition. Like all Magic Latex products, they are constructed from
top quality material and looks so amazingly realistic! You will swear it is the real
thing even when you know it’s NOT!

Appearing Ladder From
Briefcase

140

$

Finally available again in complete with the
Briefcase! Wayne Rogers is probably best known
for this one item! At any time in the act you show
a standard black vinyl briefcase, open it up and
produce an 8-foot Ladder! Pick the ladder up and
walk off with it over your shoulder. It’s absolutely
unbelievable! A 3-dimensional masterpiece you’ll
enjoy performing.
The Appearing Ladder comes complete with
briefcase. Nothing else is required. Work it with
the audience on three sides. The case is specially
designed to hide the secret. Ladder can be
transferred to another container if you wish. The
Appearing Ladder employs appearing pole
technology plus some brilliantly simple mechanics
to create this amazing sight gag. Can also get
just the ladder by itself!

395
375

$

Appearing Ladder NO Briefcase

$
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Amazing Appearances!

Pinocchio’s Nose
This is a complete routine not just a
prop! That is what you have to love
about Wayne Rogers—he’s a the King
of Routine!
After the famous puppet Pinocchio was
finished, there was a small piece of wood
left over… When the audience tells “lies”
the Nose grows just like Pinocchio’s
Nose! The most logical and FUN use
of appearing pole technology yet. And
that’s the truth! Pinocchio’s Nose
takes what is essentially a quick
production and transforms it into a fully
fledged routine with humor, audience
participation and a surprise finish.
Note: Design on the bag supplied may
vary from that pictured.

Missing Spade
Another Wayne Roger’s comedy
effect. Wayne is the king of routine!
He understands well that the prop is an
essential part but its just that “a part.”
That’s why he’s internationally respected
as a performer, because he understands
the real way to sell the sizzle is with a
routine! The Missing Spade is just one
example of this.
A prediction is rolled in a banner. A card
is selected. It happens to be the Four of
Spades. Unroll the banner to show the
Three of Spades. We are missing one
spade. Magician reaches behind the
banner and produces a 4-foot shovel
“Here is the missing spade!”

95

$

60

$

Too Many Wands
Too Many Wands is the perfect pack small
and play big routine. Straight from Wayne’s own
childrens’ act comes this amazing piece of business.
Too Many Wands is a fun effect that is great, either
as an opener or running gag. Performer produces a
giant Wand from a small bag, followed by another and
another until FIVE wands have been produced. Each wand
is the same size, no nesting system is used. Comes with
five 8-foot Appearing Wands and custom made gift bag.

Available in BLACK only...$125

10
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Small To Large
Appearing Spotted Pole
From Wayne Rogers comes a novel production item for all
magicians and clowns performing in venues where standard
8-foot pole is simply too long to manage.
Colored silks are tossed into a small bag. The audience calls
their favorite color and bingo! Out comes a 5-foot Pole
covered in colored SPOTS! Spots are on a clear background
producing a unique see-through look.
Easy to perform. Will delight any audience. Important:
You must supply your own silks.

Fun—Fun—Fun!!

42

$

Growing &
Appearing Wands
Magician has a child help him “Vanish an
Egg”. The child is given a Magic Wand to
make the egg disappear. Each time the egg
fails to vanish another wand is removed from
a small gift bag.
Each wand is LONGER than the last. All wands are produced from THE SAME
SMALL BAG! The last wand is 8-feet long! You receive FIVE Appearing Wands,
each one a different size. A SPECIAL gift bag to produce them from.

125

$

Long Card On A Pole
Imagine the selected 10 of Hearts is signed, replaced
in the pack and the pack is then dropped into a
paper bag.
After a few unsuccessful attempts the top of a white
pole emerges depicting the 3 of Hearts “Wrong?
You mean it’s bigger than 3?”
The pole is pulled up to a full five feet and there are
now 10 hearts! But wait there’s more! Plus….the
spectator retrieves his signed card from the end of
the pole. If you want comedy magic that packs a
bunch and is the definition of packs flat and plays
big—this is for you!

65

$
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Available Again—Limited Time
Hole In One Redux
Available again! Ingenious in
operation, clever in presentation,
mysterious in conclusion! You will have
fun performing Hole In One Redux!
The performer shows a tray containing
two glasses and six different colored
balls. He shows the small shot glass
and places it in the center of the tray.
Next he scatters the balls around the
top of the tray and picks up the large glass. This he
turns upside down over the top of the small glass. Now
a spectator is allowed to freely select any one of the
colored balls. The balls are all arranged in a circle
around the two glasses. The tray is covered with a
foulard and the performer picks up the tray and hands
it to the spectator.
After reviewing what has transpired, the performer
removes the foulard from the tray. The freely selected ball is no longer on the tray,
but is seen in the shot glass, which is still covered by the large glass! The effect can
be immediately repeated if desired.

Instant & Visual
Money Box

150

$

Streamlined magic at it’s best. What
is the fascination about boxes? Okay,
how about an empty box that
magically fills up with money! Don’t’
need to ask what the fascination of
that would be. Now you can fulfill
that fascination! Not available for
many years, this model is well made
and many different production
objects can be use: Spring Flowers
& Bills and Silks, just to name a few.
The magician shows an empty box,
with a magic shake, the box is filled
with money or flowers. Excellent
Trade Show effect, can use REAL money!
Had a wood frame, easy to assemble. Very clever gimmick inside the box. Packaged
right to save you money on shipping!

130

$
12
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Close-Up Winners
Joe Porper’s

1-2-3-4
Spot Paddle
Joe Porper’s addiction to paddle tricks brings
you this ingenious little effect.
A Paddle begins with one spot on each side—
then two. With a twist it becomes three spots
and finally four! Did the magician hide an
extra paddle in his hand? No! You end clean
with a completely examinable prop!

60

$

Joe Porper’s

Rabbit Paddle
With Dog
Nothing could be simpler, or easier to
perform. A small paddle is introduced
and it shows a picture of a colorful rabbit.
Both sides are shown to the same. In
an instant the rabbit changes color, and
the paddle is again shown on both sides.
But before you know it, the rabbits are
gone! Where did they go and why? They vanished completely because there is a
mean dog that just arrived! Now you show the dog on both sides and even better—
you can hand the paddle out for examination.

60

$

Bob Solari’s

Solari’s Wallet
The magician places a black, leather wallet on the
table—in full view. He opens the wallet to show a
single, FACE DOWN prediction card. The wallet is
closed. The magician hands a spectator a deck of
cards and he is instructed to thoroughly mix the cards
and cut the deck. The magician marks the cut with
the wallet on top of the cut. The spectator turns over
the top card and then they remove the single prediction
card from the wallet...THEY MATCH! Easy to do!
You’ll carry this with you—it fits easily in a shirt pocket.
No forces...No sleights...No angle problems. The
wallet contains only the prediction card. A great
wallet effect for under $15.00!

Available Again!!! $12.50
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Brand New—Powell Magic
Remote Control Cash
Money Fountain

Why didn’t someone think of this sooner… Can
you imagine the impact this will have? If you
thought shooting cards were cool—how bout
shooting currency! The applications are incredible.
Made entirely of solid brass steel and aluminum.
Push button wireless remote control.
On the phone with Scryer when this was just an
idea and he immediately came up with a killer
application for it for fundraisers—and a interesting
routine as well. While it may not work in every
venue, for the venue that it is right—there is
nothing that will make a better impact. Corporate
Shows • Trade Shows • Fund Raisers • Money Manipulations.
The absolute finale to a Miser’s Dream. Fully Adjustable for US and All
Overseas Paper Currencies! Whether you want to use $1's or $100's—Euros
or Pounds. Great for any effect it will shoot the bills upward 4 to 5 feet from a
chest, hat, gift bag or any other place you can imagine.

329

$

The Final Card

Another must have Powell item!
The diabolically clever hidden secret
in the color wheel does all the work
for you!
The magician shows an envelope he says
contains a prediction. A regular ungimmicked
deck of cards is shown and thoroughly
shuffled by a spectator. A painted wooden
disc is shown on both sides and placed in full
view on a wooden easel. From the shuffled
deck four cards are added to each clip on
the color wheel. As the spectators choose a
color all the cards on that color are discarded until only one color with cards is left.
The cards on that color are separated and each of those four cards ibis placed under
a clip on the color wheel. Now the spectators repeat picking a color and the card
from that color is discarded until only one card remains. The card is turned over and
revealed, it matches the prediction card in the envelope perfectly.
No forcing the selection of colors—completely free choice. The deck is
thoroughly shuffled by the spectator.

259

$
14
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Brand New—Jim Kleefeld
Mysterious Affair
2 Versions
Deluxe & Standard

The Deluxe version of The
Mysterious Affair comes with three
Agatha Christie books in a published
series. You get The Mysterious Affair at
Styles, The Cavendish Poisoning and
The Body in the Library. Each is
hardbound, sewn in signatures, with a full
laminated dust jacket. All three books are
different, with different characters and
locations, although all three are Hercule Poirot
stories. Each book is complete and can be read all the way through as an exciting
mystery novel without discerning the subtle secret. The three books are varied
colors with distinct art design, just like regular novels in a mystery series. Carry all
three and give any spectator a free choice of any one of the books.
A book test of extraordinary quality. They choose any of the three books. They
open to any page. They choose to concentrate on either words or illustrations.
You tell them exactly what they are thinking. No fishing. No outs. No anagrams.
No extra props. No lengthy memorization. No force. No crib sheets. You never
ask the page number. The Regular version contains two hardcover Hercule Poirot
novels written by Agatha Christie, the world’s best-selling author. Books are different
with different characters and locations throughout. Books contain a complete novel
and can be read from beginning to end without suspicion.
Clothbound, fully illustrated, signature sewn, gold stamped with full laminated dust
jackets and ISBN numbers, exactly as you would buy in any trade book store.
Books can be read cover to cover without discovering the subtle secret. You could
give either to a librarian, editor or publisher to examine and they would swear the
books are legitimate and normal. No duplicate pages or sections, no short pages,
no bizarre vocabulary or nonsense sentences of any kind. Yet, amazingly, this
effect is still very easy to do.
The Mysterious Affair Standard Version
comes with two hardcover books, The
Mysterious Affair at Styles and The
Cavendish Poisoning. Includes a clearly
written instruction book with directions,
additional routines, tips and suggestions for
other effects. A solid mentalist effect for the
working pro, and also a very high quality
product for the discerning collector.

Deluxe Version...$225
Standard Version...$169
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Viking Magic Masterpieces
Kineti-Key

This is much larger than the Viking’s original
winner of 3.5-inch size and more impressive!
This version is gold-plated and is 4.5-inches
long and is still perfect for close-up or standup and great for walk-around! The ornate
key is held at the fingertips and the
“bit” slowly moves around the shaft of
the key, then just as mysteriously it is
slid down the shaft toward the bow!
All of this is done in full view, defying
the laws of physics. Then the “bit”
is moved all the way to the bow,
it is then handed out for
examination! No grooves and no
mechanics to get out of order! You
will be performing this in five minutes
of receiving this incredible effect!
Beware of cheap imitations.
This is still the best..forget the
rest!

Both Sizes Available Again!!

Large Version...$97.50

Kineti-Key Jr.
Viking’s original Kineti-Key in pocket
size. This 3.5-inch gold-plated key is
perfect for any close-up situation. The
ornate antique key is held at the
fingertips. The “bit” is slowly moved
around the shaft of the key, then just
as mysteriously it is slid down the shaft
toward the bow! All of this is done in
full view, defying the laws of physics.
The “bit” is moved all the way to the
bow and then handed out for
examination.
There are no grooves, no mechanics
to get out of order. You’ll do this within
five minutes of receiving this incredible
effect. Heavy, 14k gold—hand-cast as
only George Robinson can do.
Exquisitely detailed key comes in velveteen drawstring carrying bag. Beware of
cheap imitations. Still the best...Forget the rest.

35

$
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Cards Galore

Alphabet Deck
Each deck consists of 52 assorted letters.
Highly recommended for the church
performer and children’s entertainer.
Spell out a favorite disciple, the name of
an honored guest or your church, etc. This
deck works well with the Number Card
Deck when you want to use both letters
and numbers. (See website for more
books/effects to go with this deck.)

Card-Toon
Dan Harlan’s world famous deck!
Quite possible, the most charming and
entertaining card effect ever invented.
Thousands have been sold! Easy to do
and self-working.
The little stick man finds the spectator’s
card in clever, visual way!

Golden Oldie...$15

18

$

Ultra Electric Deck
New version of the electric deck. This is the finest electric
deck we can find on the magic market today. The deck is
hand woven and NO strings are used in the making. No
matter how you pick up the deck, you can waterfall it, spread
it, fan it. This is the perfect COMEDY DECK. Lots of fun
and you can even have the entire deck rise out of a glass,
too! Plenty of options with this spectacular deck. Made with
Bicycle Poker cards. Add this to your act.

16.50

$

The Hindu Deck
Finally, a sequel to the #1 selling
all-time magic deck the Svengali! We are all familiar
with the Svengali Deck, but you were limited ONLY
to one CHOICE! No you can have two spectators
choose TWO separate cards from the same deck and
make your prediction 100% accurate. PLUS you can
riffle the cards and show the entire deck has now
changed into each one of the selected cards.

16.50

$
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Magical Miracles
Wayne Rogers’

FORCE 4

The Mentalist opens a simple black vinyl folder and shows four
envelopes. As he passes along a line of four spectators, each one
chooses an envelope. The spectators have an absolutely FREE
choice of any envelope. EVERY choice
is under the performer's control...
Imagine the possibilities!
FORCE 4 does exactly what the name
suggests... it allows you to force four
envelopes or folded papers in a very
fair manner.
Originally designed for Wayne's
own chair test “Signs of Chaos”.
FORCE 4 can be used in many
types of routines. Serious
mentalists and magicians will find
a use for FORCE 4 in their act. As a special bonus for family entertainers, included
are two fun and fully scripted routines from Jim Kleefeld.
Full contents include: Simple Chair Test, The Name Test, Color Test, Mystery
Bag and Bank Nite Bonus, Body Language with Force 4, Signs Of Chaos (Wayne
Rogers), Character-Eyes (for School Shows by Jim Kleefeld).

New Lower Price!

145

$

Shared
Dreams
Can two people have the same dream? Is
it possible to have a prediction in a sealed
envelope with the exactly dates and
locations or is it just a shared dream?
•
•
•
•
•
•

No wallets.
No electronics devices.
No pre show work.
Nothing in your pockets.
Everything happens in front of people in complete fairness.
No exotic gimmicks or strange magic props… just paper and envelopes.

This is not a dream…

52

$
18
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Cesaral’s Magic

Magic Pendulum

An audience member picks a card which is then lost in
the deck, and the deck is shuffled. The magician spreads
the cards on the table and asks to borrow a watch with
a second hand from an audience member. He ties it to
the end of a string, and holds it to make a kind of a
pendulum. He looks for the card using this home-made
pendulum and the second hand stops when it is above
the selected card. When the pendulum is moved away,
the second hand starts up again. Important Points:
The magician is not close to the borrowed watch during
the effect. Just holds the string. The method used is incredible and totally deceptive.
Can be performed surrounded. The reset takes less than 4 seconds, and thus is
great for walk-around magic. It is very easy to do, allowing you to concentrate on
the presentation! The watch and string can be fully examined at the end.

45

$

Anti-G

Cesaral’s “Anti-G” is WORLDS ahead of
anything that has ever been previously made!
The Cesaral Anti-G has some major advantages
over the classic gimmick: It is thinner and fits
perfectly over the mouth of the bottle. It attaches
easily and does not come off even if you shake the
bottle. The mouth of the gimmick is conical. This
make the inserting the toothpick into the bottle
VERY EASY—no more fiddling and looking for the hole—a advantage compared
to the original gimmick. The conical shape of the gimmick means that when it is
put on the bottle the gimmick becomes INVISIBLE—no more bad angles and the
danger of people seeing the flatness of the old gimmick. See website for sample
effects.

17

$

Card Finale
Cesaral Card Finale consists of a special deck
of poker cards with which you can create many
miracles. Why special? Because...It is a marked
deck of cards, printed in high quality. The marks
are really well hidden BUT THEN are VERY
easy to see later! Each card can be pealed
easily in about 10 seconds by anyone, and can
be glued back also very easily. Cesaral Card Finale includes: Whole deck of (52
cards + 2 jokers). User/password to Access video instructions and presentation
ideas. Bonus Pack: Conference notes on how to trick easily a digital watch. See
website for sample effects and more details.

40

$
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Too Good To Leave Out
Science Friction
The Revolutionary Nano Fluid for Playing Cards… The
most revolutionary invention since roughing fluid.
You’ve been asking, you have been waiting. The Time
is NOW!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Science Friction is NOT Roughing Spray;
It’s NOT sticky stuff;
It’s completely NEW to Card Magic.
Use it for Unbelievable Card Effects.
Easier Approaches to Classic Card Sleights.
Develop your own applications.
You won’t trust your eyes!

Much more details on the special website http://www.sciencefrictionspray.com.
You get:
• 400 ml Science Friction Spray Can
• Instructional DVD with 3 hours of Instructions and Spectacular Effects.
• Special Spraying Templates for Poker and Parlor size cards.
• Wallet that keeps the prepared cards in place.
• Special printed gaffed cards in Poker and Parlor size.
• Registration Code for getting access to the Science Friction Member’s Area.

95

$

Perfect
Blank Deck

A pure white blank deck of cards is
presented and shown on both
sides… The cards are totally blank.
Yet the magician is able to “project”
the images of printed cards on the
previously seen blank deck. At first
the magician does it quickly and all
you can see is a quick glance of a
printed card on the top? But it’s so
fast you ask yourself “did I really
see that, or is it an illusion?” Magic
is all about illusion but to remove all doubts the deck is once again shown blank and
then with the most natural handling, all the cards are not printed on “both” sides!
BONUS: You will get an additional effect titled—Six Wildcards. The item comes
with a very good DVD with excellent English instructions. One regular deck is
needed to perform this miracle, which is not included (supply your own deck).

27

$
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Vernet Classics
Invisible Thumb Tip
One of magic’s best utility props is
finally a secret again thanks to
Michel and Greco from Vernet.
Imagine tearing a strip of paper into small
pieces, dropping them inside your closed
fist and when you open your hand the strip
is restored! Your hands are absolutely cleanno tips! With the Invisible Thumb Tip you
can perform many of your favorite effects
using a thumb tip and finish absolutely clean!

11

$

Magnetic Thumb Tip
The biggest thing in magic just got more
powerful! Now, you can do psychic effects—stop
a watch from running, turning a paper or plastic
cup into a CHOP CUP and more!
The Magnetic Thumb Tip is made with the
famous Vernet Thumb Tip and has the most
powerful “rare earth” magnet you can find. You
will find other effects for this terrific concept with
paper clips, rings, keys, coins and more. Quite
possibly the greatest little gimmick in our world
of magic!

12.50

$

Multiplying Soap
Bubbles
The bubbles multiplying in your fingers,
ala “Multiplying Billiard Balls” and
what’s nice about this set is that they
are NOT real glass! IF you drop them,
they won’t break, yet at a close-up
scenario, you cannot tell that they are
not glass! Now you can add this to your
manipulation act without fear of
breakage and still show something
different!

25

$
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Linking Classics
Ungimmicked
Miracle Linking Ropes
Three ropes link themselves without any magnets, strings or
rope gimmicks. The ropes are REALLY unprepared! Fools
magicians! You get three ropes and the “special secret” for
performing this wonderful rope illusion. You
will enjoy fooling your fellow magicians as well
as entertaining your audiences! Plays well in
close-up, parlor or stage!
Why use gimmicked ropes when you can use
non-gimmicked rope and accomplish the same
effect. Plus all ropes can be handed out for
examination before and after performance.
Available in four colors: Yellow, Blue,
Red and White.

Specify Color...$20

Richard Sander’s

Interlace

Borrow any ring, from any spectator,
wave a lighter under it and it’s gone!
The spectator looks down at your
shoe and now, hanging from the loop
of your shoelace is their borrowed
ring! The ring is untied and slowly
pulled off of the lace and given back
to the spectator…no switches! No
duplicate rings. No switches. No pulls
or reels. No Reset—Immediately
Repeatable. Angle Proof. Brand new principle in magic. 10 amazing handling
included.
WHAT TO EXPECT: You will learn how to cause any borrowed ring to vanish
and appear tied to your own shoelace! You receive all the props, plus a full length
DVD featuring all the moves, tips, handlings and subtleties. Get ready to blow
away your audience with Interlace… The miracle ring on shoelace. Comes complete
with props, DVD and 24 page, photo-illustrated booklet.

80

$
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Old Is New Again

Bruce Bernstein’s

Linking Pin Routine
The magician links two large safety pins together,
fairly and plainly. The pins visibly and slowly melt
apart. The effect is repeated—pins unlink
again—and the illusion looks just as baffling as it
did the first time. The pins are then caused to
magically link together—one moment the two are
separate, and the next, they are linked. Finally,
an ungimmicked finger ring is locked onto one
of the pins. Despite the fair ness of the
proceedings, the ring melts off of the pin it was
locked on. At the same moment the two pins
link together, in full view, inches from the spectators. At the end, everything can be
examined.
The Bernstein Linking Pin Routine requires no specially manufactured gaffs
and no complicated sleight-of-hand. All that’s required are the two pins and a
finger ring. There are no external gimmicks. It’s ready any time. Included
inside are all necessary props and media: 2 – 3-inch safety pins, instructional DVD
featuring Bernstein’s performance and explanation and a 17 x 22-inch poster
with clear line drawings to make learning easy.

32.50

$

Tom Yurasits’

Confusing Crayons
Topsy Turvy for a new generation—that is
exactly what this fantastic item provides. It is
ideal for birthday magic, but certainly shouldn’t
be limited to it. Anytime you want to incorporate
a solid, comical routine into your show—this
should be considered. Not only does it provide
laughs, but also it’s “interactive” allowing you
and a lucky spectator (i.e., birthday child
perhaps) the opportunity to share center stage
with the magician. However, instead of the
classic bottles "you do as I do" bottle routine is
done with large red and yellow crayons! A child
(or adult) follows the magician's every move,
yet his or her crayon is always upside down
while the magician's is right side up. And get this... the magician can exchange
crayons with the spectator at any time, and it will work with either color! Great
routine for children! Beautifully made! A very colorful prop that packs small but
plays big!

52.50

$
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Todd Landman Presents...
Épistémentalogie

Épistémentalogie combines insights
from epistemology, philosophy of
science, metaphysics and the history of
ideas with mentalism, bizarre magic and
the mystery arts in ways that remain
intriguing, enchanting and above all else, entertaining
for audiences. This book advances a post-pseudopsychological paradigm for mystery entertainment that
makes philosophy the meta-premise for performance.
There are four Sections to this book each gives insight
into Dr. Landman, whether it’s how he got the idea to
eight powerful routines to so much more! Please see
website for detailed explanation.
With over 120 pages and 20,000 words, the book comes as a hardback with original
artwork from Peter Howells, Iain Dunford and Phill Smith and original photos that
help illustrate and explain all the routines.
Described as a manifesto for a new way of performing mentalism and mystery
entertainment, Épistémentalogie is sure to be part of any serious performer's library!

60

$

Cogito Ergo
Sum II
This is a book test with a real difference. The performer is
able to provide a scintillating journey through the world of
philosophy—reveal an entire page of information that has
been chosen randomly by a participant in the audience—
and unveil an additional mystery that naturally links into
another routine typically used by mystery entertainers.
This new release takes the original Cogito Ergo Sum to a
new level, with beautiful line drawings of each philosopher
in the book, The World’s Greatest Philosophers, a
new pocket size paper book that fits in a jacket pocket for
walk around and business presentations—has a new kicker finish that is a perfect
link for further explorations in non-duality.
The book comes ready to perform with printed
instructions on the background concepts and ideas for
enhancing the performance. Line drawings are from
Phill Smith of Sushi Design.

40

$
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Brand New

Alexander Nelson
Believe
By Richard Webster

This is the mentalism of
Alexander Nelson.
The third installment from the successful line of
books published by Richard Webster is titled
Believe.
Alexander Nelson reaches into his fertile mind yet
again and contributes some powerful synergy.
Alexander has produced some intriguing work the
past few years and in this relatively short time—
proved himself to be quite prolific. For more
information relative to this book and
many other Richard Webster publications,
access our website.
Here is just a taste of what is detailed in this books—Spirit Guide Portrait,
Ghost Behind You, Q & A In the Dark, When Will You Die? Project A Tarot Card,
Easy Past Life, EVP: Electronic Voice Phenomena, Today is Your Lucky Day,
Easiest, Boldest and Strongest Q & A and Guess What? There is even MORE not
included in the above!

See Website For More Details...$110

Beyond Imagination
By Norman Gilbreath

With a Preface by Max Maven, two Essays and
33 effects, this book is full of great magic. You know
him for the Gilbreath Principle. Now you can see the
breadth of his creativity.
This publication comes in at over 300 pages full of
great magic. Also included, is a CD that allows you to
perform four effects.
Book is broken down into
seven parts: Not A Sleight In
Sight, Routining On Principle,
Making Magical History, Imagination Makes The Difference,
A Pocket Full Of Imagination, Computer Magic and My
Magical Mentor.

55

$
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Presentation’s Not Easy
Thoth’s Wisdom

By P. Craig Browning
A Complete Q&A Act For Psychic
Entertainers.
Thoth’s Wisdom is a self-contained Q&A Presentation
that can run anywhere from 20 minutes to a full twohour show. A hard-bound 78-page book, Thoth’s
Wisdom is limited to 144 signed and numbered copies.
Empowering? Yes, indeed. Here are a few points to
consider: Absolutely No Billets to Juggle. No Priming
of the Participants. No Stooging or Confederates. No
Progressive Anagrams. No Memory Work. No PreShow Required. No Impression Systems Needed.
In the interest of full disclosure, it should be said that while there is no need for any
pre-show or impression devices, Craig nonetheless describes in detail how the use
of these concepts can be used to make your presentation of Thoth’s Wisdom
even more powerful. Another feature of Thoth’s Wisdom is the inclusion of
several samples of readings that come directly from Craig’s own performances of
the act. As any working professional knows, the readings delivered during a Q&A
Presentation will either make or break the audience’s perception of your abilities.
The samples included in this book illustrate perfectly how to make the maximum
impact on your audiences through the thoughtful application of Craig’s approach.

Blackstone

179

$

A Magician’s Life

By Daniel Waldron
The World and Magic of Harry Blackstone is a
fascinating look into magic royalty and history. The new,
revised, edition book has 247 pages, with 16 pages of
photos, it is cloth-bound in a 4-color dust jacket.
Harry Blackstone had one of the great magic shows of the
20th century. On a personal note he was directly
responsible for Stevens Magic Emporium, but influencing
a young Joe Stevens. Features Introduction by David
Copperfield.
Blackstone’s personal life was passionate and stormy, as this book
reveals. The writing is based on original sources, including interviews
with Harry Blackstone himself and people who were on his show.
Two of his principal assistants, George Johnstone and Nick
Ruggiero, contribute memoirs which are especially written for this
book.

38

$
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Secrets Shared

Bob Nelson’s
Sins And Secrets

By Damon Reinbold
We admit this project will not appeal to the masses—
but for those that grew up in age of my father Joe—
Bob Nelson was the place for anyone interested in
Mentalism. Joe took much of this to heart and
developed his successful Dr. “C” Mentalism Show.
If you appreciate Mentalism and are looking for rare
insight about Bob—this is a must have. The master
of mentalism for all time: Robert (Bob) Nelson
(aka Dr. Korda RaMayne).
Nelson, Robert (1901-1972)
Robert (known as “Bob” to his friends and associates) Alan Nelson was a practicing
mentalist for many years His brother Larry performed as a mentalist under the
name Alla Rageh, and the two of them worked together beginning in 1921 with
Bob handling the bookings and management and his brother taking the spotlight
performing in the shows. There was no source for mental magic at that time, and
Bob recognized the need for information and materials exclusively for use by
mentalists so he went into the wholesale/retail business in Columbus, OH to create
specialized products for the professional mentalist. Invented the Multiplying Rabbits,
among other things. Book is spiral bound with over 70 pages.

25

$

Quick Tricks For Chicks
By Irv Shaggnastie &
Dr. Phillip Hardbottom

Quick Tricks For Chicks is a practical and realistic
guide for anyone who wishes to be able to get a name,
number and other useful information in a classy manner
after meeting someone. This is a fun and light project
that really proves that there is not better way to make
an introduction or initial impression then using magic!
From two of the most prolific minds in the Art of Meeting
People. Deep in the heart of the “Triangle” in Chicago, Irv & Phillip have tested
and proven the use of these techniques for over 40 years and still today with much
success. Be at the top of your game in any situation. This is meant for a practical
and comical guide to meeting people. Warning Irv & Phillip along with
Stevens Magic do not accept any responsibility for any misuse of
this Material…

20

$
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Paul Romhany Presents...

Color Change Hanky
The ultimate book for anybody who wants information on a Color Change Hanky.

20

$

Headline Predictions
Performing a headline prediction is one of the BEST ways to get major publicity.

20

$

Rubber-Band Magic
With original illustrations by Ken Ring, this is the ultimate book for Rubber-Band
Magic.

20

$

Winning Numbers
Paul explains THREE different versions of this routine.

20

$

Multiplying Bottles
This book comes from over 20 years of experience performing this classic effect.

20

$

Orange Lemon Egg Canary
A dedicated book on this famous routine

20

$

Switchboard Clipboard
This book is a step by step instruction on how to make up this amazing effect with
items you can buy anywhere.

Buy any 3 books and SAVE $10.00,
from page 28 only!

20

$

For more details on these books please see our website!
28
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Paul Romhany Presents...

Mental Epic Compendium
This book is packed with over fifty-four routines and ideas for this classic effect.

50

$

Extreme Magic Makeover
This book will supply you with brand new, funny, original, COMPLETE ROUTINES
for some of magic’s most popular and widely performed effects.

30

$

The Real Deal (Survival Guide)
The information shared in this book came about from their personal “trial and
error” and experiences.

50

$

Performing Mentalism For Young Minds, Volume 1
Most comprehensive collection of material for the performer who wants to add
mentalism in their show from pre-schoolers to high school students.

40

$

Performing Mentalism For Young Minds, Volume 2
This book has OVER 55 routines direct from professional performer’s repertoires
for children’s shows.

45

$

Buy any 2 books and SAVE $10.00,
from page 29 only!

For more details on these books please see our website!
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Paul Does DVDs Too!

Paul Romhany & Kyle Peron’s

Famous Faced
Four Card Trick
DVD & Gimmick

Paul Romhany has been performing a version of this
routine for well over 20 years. He recently teamed up
with Kyle Peron and they together they have taken the
classic Twisting The Aces Effect and re-designed it so
you can now perform it for kids using four world famous
magicians.
A multi-phase four card routine where the cards turn
face down one at a time, then face up. The backs of all
the cards change color from red to black, then ALL the backs of the cards change
color and design. The FOUR famous magicians include: David Copperfield,
Doug Henning, Harry Houdini and Cardini.
This is the perfect trick to have on you if you need to perform a trick for kids. You
can create a story around some legends in magic as well as perform a very visual
trick using the cards. It makes the perfect walk-around effect and something you
will carry in your pocket and be ready to perform at anytime.

25

$

Purchased from any Stevens Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com (place in ìCommentsî Section).
Offer cannot be used in combination with any other
promotion or special. Some items are non-discountable or
listed as a special price, these are not eligible for this coupon.
Expires September 1, 2014

Remember YOU must MENTION the coupon to use
it! It is NOT given automatically, and will not be
applied retroactively!
30
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